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BRIEF NOTES 
With n = 2, this solution would be identieal with that for a 
wedge of constant thickness. However, this would necessitate a 
fictitious 11 of 3/2. 
(c) Uniform Pressure on Edge, Fig. 3. The stress function required 
he•e is 
cp = r'(A + B sin nO+ C cos nO + DO); n 2 = (7 - 2v) (8) 
whence 
hu, = 3Ar + (3 - ri•)Br sin nO+ (3 - n 2 ji)r cos nO + 3Dr0 
hu8 6Ar + 6Brn sin nO + 6Crn cos nO + 6Dr0 
hr.s -2Br cos nO + 2Cr sin nil - 2Dr; h = hur (9) 
From the boundary conditions and Fig. 3 
II= 0, huB = -hopr, T,B = 0 
II= 2a, hus = 0, Tr8 = 0 
we obtain 
A -plto (1 - cos 2na - 2na sin 2na)/N 
Bn -D = phon sin 2na/N 
c -pho (I - eos 2na)/N (10) 
where N = 6(2 - 2 eoH 2na - 2na ~in 2na) . Tlte stresses, ob-
tained by substituting J•;q uutiolls ( lO) in (H), are seen to be ind!-'-
pendcnt of r. 
Tbls material may be protec:tecl bY. 
HOTICE: copyright law (title 17 U.S. Codel 
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Minimization of Spring Torque in 
Flexible Connections to Instruments 
T. VREELAND, Jr. 1 
PREcr:;;roN electromechanical measuring instruments of various 
kinds often require establishing electrical connection to the sus-
pended part of the instrument, with minimum introduction of dis-
turbing torques. Requirements are especia lly demanding in the 
case of gyroscopes. Gyroscopes of high-precision type, as used in 
inertial-guidance systems and in advanced flight-control systems, 
generally take the form of a gimbal member which contains the 
rotor and which is supported relative to the case by some form 
of minimum-friction bearings. Usually, at least three electrieal 
connections are required (for the polyphase rotor drive motor), 
which take the form of wires or ribbons extending from the case 
to the gimbal member. Disturbing-torque levels about the gim-
bal axis or axes must be kept to extremely low values; the total 
tolerable disturbing torque from all sources whatever is often of 
the order of one dyne-ern or less. Special attention must be given 
to the electrical lead-in connections (a) to minimize mechanical 
hysteresis efTects, which result in erratic bias changes, and (b) to 
minimize spring rate. While spring coercion is a conservativo 
type of force, it nevertlwlcss must he kept very small, otherwise 
a shift of null of the pickofT which detects gimbal displacement 
will result in a steady spring bias. 
The present note is rcstrictod to the optimization of the elec-
trical lead-in configuration from the point of view of minimizing 
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F:g. 1 Application of forces to an elastic member by a gimbal member 
Fivoted at the elastic center 
spring rate. In general, the axis of the brimlml member is in-
accessible, so that electrical connections will take the form of 
curved wires or ribbons, bypassing the axis . 
. Consider the elastic member with flexural rigidity EI, in the 
form of a circular arc of radius R, and length 2Rtj/, with one end 
fixed to a point on the instrument case as shown in Fig. 1. A 
rigid arm which mprcscnts the gimbal member is attaehed to the 
free end of the elust.ic member. Forces P, anti F., :nul a moment 
Mo, applied to the rigid arm at a point Jl(sin tf// tj/) from the arc 
center on the arc bisector produce the following displacements of 
that point: 
1 . 1>, = - P, (mdcpendent of F • and M o), K, 
1 . 
- F. (mdcpendent ofF, and Mo), and rotation 
K. 
1 . 
a = - l'rfo (mdnpendent of F, and F.), 
Ko 
where 
__!.. = 2U 3 ( f!_ + sin 2tj/ _ ~n• if/) 




Ko El ' 
( 
if/ _ sin 2tj/) 
2 4 ' 
(1) 
and it is assumed that the values of I>! R, hj R, and a/if/ are all 
much less than unity. 
The point of application of F, and F • is called the "elastic 
center." The torsional stiffness, or spring rate of the elastic mem-
ber for rotation about any point other than the elastic center, is 
larger than K o, as shown below. Minimum spring rate then occurs 
when tho axis of the brimbal member passes through the elastic 
center. 
A simplified method for computing the torsionaJ spring rate for 
rotation about any point in the plane of the arc is given below. 
Consider a rotation a, of a rigid brim hal member about point x, y, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The rotation is produced by F'., F'., and M 0 
acting at the clastic center. 
The rotation produces displacements 
1>, = ay, a=a 
of tltc cit~~ tic center. These displacements are related to Fa> F "' 
and M 0 as follows: 
Transactions of the ASM E 
fig . 2 Application of forces to an elastic member by a gimbal member 
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Steady-State Response of Linear 
Vibration Systems With Viscous Damping 
MORTON E. GURTIN' 
The basie matrix• equation for forced vibration is: 
Mij + Cq + Kq = jeiwt (1) 
Gudcrley 3 demoustmtes that any nth order equation of this form 
may be transformed into one of the first order by a suitable change 
of co-ordinates. In the present case, the following form sug-
gested by l<'oHs, < as well as by other investigators6·0•7, is used. 
Bz + Dz = j'eiwt, (2) 
where 
B D (3) 
f' 
fig. 3 Tra(ectories of n 
special case Y, = 1r/2 
Kxu/Ko for several rotation centers, for the j = V=1 
F. = -K.ax, and Mo = Koa. 
The same displacements are produced by applying a statically 
equivalent set of reactions F" F., and M,. to the rigid gimbal 
member at the point of rotation (x, y ), where M xu = Mo + F ,y -
F.x, or llf,. = K 0a + K,ay 2 + K.ax•. The torsional spring. rate 
about. x, y is then M,.;a, or 
(2) 
The minimum spring rate occurs for rotation about the elastic 
center x = y = 0. Equation (2) may be used to calculate the 
torsional spring rate about any point x, y after evaluation of the 
constants Ko, K" and K., equation (1) [for a particular member 
of radius R, length 2Rt/t, and flexural rigidity EI). 
Centers of rotation which lie on the ellipse 
x• y• +-...5!..__-
Ko(n - 1) Ko(n - 1) 1 (3) 
have a torsional spring rate K,. = nKo. When K, = K. (sin t/t 
= 0, t/t = tan t/t), the torsional spring rate about any point on 
a circle of radius r = [Ko(n - 1 )/ K,]'h with it.s center at the 
elast.ic center is K,. = nKo. 
Values of n = K,./Ko for several rotation centers are shown in 
Fig. 3 for the special case wherein 
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The homogeneous solution will be of the form 
(4) 
and the homogeneous equation then gives 
a Bl + Dl = 0. (5) 
If N was the original number of degrees of freedom, then (5) will 
yield 2N eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
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